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Happy End of Summer and start of Fall!
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Been a while since our last newsletter. The new
and colorful version shall be in your mailbox every 2 months... with some effort and luck! We still make some tummy's
happy the first and third Wednesdays for "Friends and Family" appreciation dinners, make sure and attend one this year,
it’s for you and you'll be pleasantly surprised how tasty and fun they are plus making some new contacts and friends
(davesawyerrealtor.com). Since our last letter a few things have happened, I have a new wife, Son in Law, 2 new grand
babies, celebrated my parents 64th wedding anniversary and opened an office in Monterey to name a few! Hopefully this
finds you smiling, healthy, happy and content. Nice to be back in your hands!

Dave Sawyer and Group

FOR SELLERS:
Tips for Staging Your House
The first step to getting buyers to make an offer on your home is to impress them with its appearance so they begin to envision
themselves living there. Here are seven tips for making your home look bigger, brighter, and more desirable.

Time allotted: 2-3 weekends
1. Start with a clean slate.

Before you can worry about where to place furniture and
which wall hanging should go where, each room in your home must
be spotless. Do a thorough cleaning right down to the nitpicky
details like wiping down light switch covers. Deep clean and
deodorize carpets and window coverings.
2. Stow away your clutter.
It’s harder for buyers to picture themselves in your home
when they’re looking at your family photos, collectibles, and
knickknacks. Pack up all your personal decorations. However, don’t
make spaces like mantles and coffee and end tables barren. Leave
three items of varying heights on each surface, suggests Barb
Schwarz of Staged Homes in Concord, Pa. For example, place a lamp,
a small plant, and a book on an end table.

3. Scale back on your furniture.

When a room is packed with furniture, it looks smaller,
which will make buyers think your home is less valuable than it is.
Make sure buyers appreciate the size of each room by removing one
or two pieces of furniture. If you have an eat-in dining area, using a
small table and chair set makes the area seem bigger.

4. Rethink your furniture placement.

Highlight the flow of your rooms by arranging the furniture
to guide buyers from one room to another. In each room, create a
focal point on the farthest wall from the doorway and arrange the
other pieces of furniture in a triangle around the focal point, advises
Schwarz. In the bedroom, the bed should be the focal point. In the
living room, it may be the fireplace, and your couch and sofa can
form the triangle in front of it.

5. Add color to brighten your rooms.

Brush on a fresh coat of warm, neutral-color paint in each
room. Ask your real estate agent for help choosing the right shade.
Then accessorize. Adding a vibrant afghan, throw, or accent pillows
for the couch will jazz up a muted living room, as will a healthy
plant or a bright vase on your mantle. High-wattage bulbs in your
light fixtures will also brighten up rooms and basements.

6. Set the scene.

Lay logs in the fireplace, and set your dining room table
with dishes and a centerpiece of fresh fruit or flowers. Create other
vignettes throughout the home — such as a chess game in
progress — to help buyers envision living there. Replace heavy
curtains with sheer ones that let in more light.
Make your bathrooms feel luxurious by adding a new
shower curtain, towels, and fancy guest soaps (after you put all
your personal toiletry items are out of sight). Judiciously add subtle
potpourri, scented candles, or boil water with a bit of vanilla mixed
in. If you have pets, clean bedding frequently and spray an odor
remover before each showing.

7. Make the entrance grand.

Mow your lawn and trim your hedges, and turn on the
sprinklers for 30 minutes before showings to make your lawn
sparkle. If flowers or plants don’t surround your home’s entrance,
add a pot of bright flowers. Top it all off by buying a new doormat
and adding a seasonal wreath to your front door.

Visited the Indianapolis 500 this year with
my buddy Ed Horanic

Watched my first grandbaby Kira
grow before my eyes!

First wedding anniversary to the beautiful
Layna and our newest grandbaby Camden
with Haley and Andrew

FOR BUYERS:
In Love With Two Houses?
What to consider when making the final decision
As you find yourself heavily immersed in house-hunting mode, you may encounter a situation in which you're torn between two
houses. Perhaps you and your spouse each have a favorite, or perhaps you both like two houses equally - or think you do.
Making a final decision and determining which house to make an offer on shouldn't be taken lightly. The decision should be made
rationally and not guided by emotion.
Of course, you may not have the luxury of taking your time on deciding which house you'd like to pursue. You may be in a market in
which homes in your price range get snatched up as quickly as they go on the market, perhaps even attracting multiple offers.
But in some situations, you may find yourself torn between two houses. Sometimes the easiest thing to do is take pen to paper and
outline your family's needs, your budget, and the pros and cons of each house.

Some things you'll want to compare include:
The neighborhoods.

If the two final contenders are in different neighborhoods, evaluate
the pros and cons. If you have kids and being close to a park is
important, you'll want to consider that. How close are shopping,
restaurants, church, and other services? Are the streets maintained?
Do homeowners landscape and maintain their homes nicely? How
long will your commute to work be?

The schools.

If you have school-aged children, you definitely want to consider the
reputation of the neighborhood schools. You can usually find general
district information and state standardized test results online. But
once you're this deep in the process, you'll want to visit the schools
and receive the information first-hand from school officials. You
should also talk to teachers and parents.

Appreciation.

If the two homes you're eyeing are in different parts of town or
different neighborhoods, ask your real estate agent to retrieve sales
of homes in those neighborhoods over the past few years. If one
neighborhood shows an annual average 8 percent increase and
another is skyrocketing at 15 percent, you may have your decision
made.

The sellers' situations.

Go to the local police or sheriff department and ask about crime in
your specific neighborhood. You might find theft or vandalism to be
more prevalent in one area than another.

If you don't know already, ask your real estate agent how long each
home has been on the market. Usually the longer a house has been
listed, the better chance the seller will accept an offer lower than
asking price. Conversely, if the house has been on the market for
just a couple days, the sellers will probably wait for a better offer if
you offer less than the listed price. Your real estate agent might also
be able to dig up additional information about the sellers, like why
they're selling. If it's a job-related move or a divorce, the sellers
likely want to move as quickly as possible, meaning you have a
better shot at them accepting a lower price.

While it may boost your self-esteem to have the biggest house on
the block, it's typically a better idea to stay away from purchasing the
neighborhood monster. When it comes time to sell you'll find that
the lower value of your neighbors' homes will shrink your home's
value.

If you haven't already, you should make a list of the amenities and
attributes you want your house to have. If you want that first-floor
home office, a large, open back yard for the kids, or a gourmet
kitchen, be sure to include that on your list. Then, rate how each
house measures up to each need on your list.

Crime.

The houses compared to others in the neighborhood.

The houses themselves.

Drawbacks.

Likewise, make a list of the cons associated with each house and
determine how much of a negative impact each will have.
As you carefully weigh all the factors, it might become clear that one house is more enticing than the other. Or, you may find the
houses are still equally appealing. If that is the case, be sure you look at the homes more than once. You may notice something you didn't the
first time around - something that could sway you one way or the other.
In fact, you should probably visit each home at least two more times, at different times of the day to get a feeling for how the house
and neighborhood look and feel in the morning versus late afternoon or evening. Once you make a decision and an offer, you can take
comfort in knowing you may still have a back-up if the deal falls apart.
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Disclaimers: All real estate information deemed reliable but not guaranteed and should be independently verified. All properties are subject to prior sale, change, or
withdrawal. Neither listing broker(s) nor this company shall be responsible for typographical errors, misinformation, misprints and shall be held totally harmless. If
your property is currently listed with another real estate broker, this is not a solicitation of that listing.

